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Carbon County WPLI Advisory Committee 
Meeting Summary 

May 21, 2018 
Jeffery Center, Rawlins WY 

 

     

Committee Members Present: 
Pat Rollison, Sportsmen 
Jeff Streeter, Conservation 
Dave Throgmorton, Energy 
Joe Parsons, Conservation District 
Connie Wilbert, Non-Motorized 
Shaleas Harrison, General Public,  
Glen Alameda, Agricultural Organizations 
John Espy, County Commissioner 
John Johnson, County Commissioner  
Leanne Correll, General Public 
 
 
Members Absent: Joan McGraw, Motorized 
Recreation 
 
 

Others Present: 
Steve Smutko, UW Haub School 
Nicole Gautier, UW Haub School  
Andy Mowrey, BLM 
Gary and Judy Raymond, Ferris Mountain Ranch 
Chris Jorgensen, public 
Doug Moore, Stone Ranch 
Lynne Moore, Stone Ranch 
Marty Annis, public 
Chris Jorgenson, Handcart Ranch 
Ellen Fox, public  
 
 

Agenda 
Public Comment 
 
Old Business: 

1. Approve April 30, 2018 meeting minutes 
 
New Business (break for lunch around noon): 

1. Review lessons learned from other WPLI 
committee processes and discuss 
implications of wilderness designation 

2. Review status of proposals for Prospect 
Mountain and Encampment River Canyon: 
questions? Additions or changes? 

3. Begin work on recommendations for 
Bennett Mountains WSA: 

A. Review pertinent information to re-
familiarize the committee with the 
WSA 

B. Generate specific proposals such as 
lines on maps and/or management 
prescriptions 

C. Discuss how each proposal meets 
your interests 

Handouts 
1. Agenda 
2. Bennett and Ferris proposals (Glen Alameda 

and Leanne Correll) 
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4. Begin work on recommendations for Ferris 
Mountains WSA: 

A. Review pertinent information to re-
familiarize the committee with the 
WSA 

B. Generate specific proposals such as 
lines on maps and/or management 
prescriptions 

C. Discuss how each proposal meets 
your interests 

5. Discuss proposals as a comprehensive 
package: how can individual proposals be 
packaged into a recommendation that best 
meets the interests of all committee 
members and constituents? Begin discussion 
of trade-offs. 

6. Plan for June 25 meeting 
 
Public Comment 
 

Actions Taken 
1. Joe Parsons is in communication with Nick Hatterly about specific grazing language (Prospect 

Mountain). Jeff Streeter is also in contact with Hatterly.  
2. Changes were made to Prospect Mountain WSA management stipulations (multiple proposals) 
3. Shaleas Harrison will look up the current management stipulations for the Black Cat Area 
4. Andy Mowrey will check to see if there is an easement for the portion of the trail going through 

OddFellows land on Encampment WSA 
5. Streeter offered to provide more specific language on the restrictive protections he would like to 

see on the southern expansion of Encampment River WSA 
6. Maps are needed for Connie Wilbert’s Encampment River proposal  
7. Written proposal from Shaleas and/or Connie with specific management stipulations?  
8. Committee members will fill out the online voting ‘straw poll’ spreadsheet by June 20th 
9. Prior to the next meeting, all proposals, including management stipulations and maps, need to be 

on the table 
 

Meeting Summary 
The consensus voting process and potential outcomes were discussed. Proposals presented previously on 
Encampment River WSA and Prospect Mountain WSA were clarified. New proposals were presented on 
Ferris Mountain WSA and Bennett Mountain WSA. One proposal for Ferris Mountain came with the input of 
several local ranchers, who were present at the meeting.  
 

9:10 John Espy calls meeting to order 
 
Old Business  
The April minutes were approved. 
 
Steve Smutko gave a briefing of the state of the Sublette and Teton negotiations, and challenges those 
committees ran into.  
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Jeff Streeter asked what the Sublette committee will do moving forward. Smutko responded they haven’t 
reached agreement, and some on the committee (primarily sportsmen and conservation) say it can’t be a 
recommendation.  
 
John Johnson noted he would check to see if Carbon County had something similar to Sublette Weed and 
Pest’s “no new wilderness” policy, but suggested the committee move forward as if it does not.  
 
Connie Wilbert commented she has always thought a valid conclusion [to the process] could be no change. 
She said that is not a failure if the committee concludes to leave the WSAs as is.  
John Johnson replied it scares him to leave them as WSAs whether Rep. Cheney addresses [the WSAs] or 
not, because somebody might pick it up later on. He said he is not big on labels, he just wants to see the 
resource protected. Wilbert said in her opinion that is not a compelling argument because that is always 
true, and WSAs can’t be changed without congressional action. She said she would prefer not to see [the 
committee] driven by some sense of fear or urgency. She said a congressional label is not any more or less 
secure than a WSA. She said the Wilderness Act is well established, has a long history, and she believes it is 
harder to undesignated a Wilderness area than to undesignated something else.  
Johnson said there is still a label, a label driven by our collaborative approach. He said he was excited about 
the Special Management Area discussed last time, and attaching it to principals [the committee] feels are 
near and dear.  
Jeff Streeter asked isn’t a WSA supposed to temporary. Wilbert said it is permanent until Congress changes 
it. When it was originally designated, it was expected that designation would be changed. 
Streeter noted that most of the public does say we want it managed the way it has been. He said he was 
fearful if the legislature picks it up, at face value, it looks like [the committee] hasn’t done due diligence.  
Johnson remarked that on a phone call with the Commissioners Association, it came up that if there was a 
WSA [the committee] couldn’t find consensus on, that it be removed and asked that Cheney take it up. 
Johnson said he didn’t know if he wanted to take that chance. Leanne Correll said her worry with WSAs is 
that there is different interpretation on what is manageable depending on the field manager and office.  
 
Consensus Process Discussion  
Correll suggested taking a look at the advisory committee charter, and the decision process moving forward, 
to make sure [the committee] all understands. She said there were some who had questions about what 
this means moving forward. She read out the six point voting scale in the charter, and then said the biggest 
thing she wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page about was a ‘five’ vote. She asked if that 
impacted whether or not the committee would send on recommendation to county commissioners. She 
said to her, it sounds like that proposal goes on to county commissioners with a five or not.  
 
Wilbert said that is a critically important question, and [Wilbert’s] interpretation is the exact opposite: if 
[the committee] didn’t reach consensus, then a recommendation would not go forward on that particular 
topic. She said clear back before the committees were set up, when the county commissioners developed 
recommendations for the process, there was discussion in the conservation community to not participate if 
it was not a consensus process. Wilbert said it would not be safe for the conservation community because 
they get overwhelmed by industry all the time, feels marginalized, and feel like their voice is not heard. She 
said the only reasonable way to participate in the process was assurance that [the conservation] voice 
would not be overruled by more powerful interests, and it is disturbing for conservation at large to see 
counties not doing that, and Park county is in that category.  
 
John Espy said in his previous experience going through consensus processes, a five shoots it down. Glen 
Alameda commented that If we don’t agree on one particular thing, we shouldn’t stop the whole process if 
everything else is agreed upon. Wilbert said she didn’t see how you can pull once piece out. 
Espy encouraged the committee to step back and listen, and noted that if a committee member is going to 
vote a five, he challenges that person to provide reasons and suggest a solution.  
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Smutko said he will facilitate polling to gives the committee an idea of where people stand. He said a five 
simply means that on final agreement, the person voting a five can’t support that recommendation, and will 
do what is in their power to make sure it doesn’t go through. It frees the person from the committee. He 
said typically these process are decision aiders, normally committees make a recommendation to the Board 
of County Commissioners. Smutko said what Ruckelshaus typically does is provide a report that includes the 
discussion and the final outcome. Smutko said there is no language in the charter about what to do if 
agreement is not reached. He said it usually just goes to the decision making body. 
 
Correll clarified that five vote would be included in the report.  
 
Smutko noted as a point of process, all the proposals get put on the table, then discussed. He said it would 
be useful eventually to have a comprehensive proposal, in order to discuss in entirety. There can be 
tentative agreements, but need to see whole package in play.  
 
Language Edits to Prospect WSA Proposals  (grazing, road reclamation, road buffers) 
John Johnson commented that he would like a stipulation included in the Prospect WSA proposals to 
protect public access. He said he wanted a condition included for public access to remain as good as it is 
today, under the current designation, even if there is transfer of ownership.  
 
Correll mentioned another edit, about a need for an area to turnaround at the river. She also brought up the 
terminology around “any emergency roads need to be reclaimed within like one year…” She suggested “any 
emergency roads need to be naturally reclaimed in one year”. Wilbert asked what does “back to natural 
condition” mean? John Espy suggested “reclaim to agency discretion”. Andy Mowrey commented that “self-
reclaim”, is a type of [BLM} reclamation. He said it covers all methods.  
 
Correll was editing the management stipulations for Prospect Mountain WSA originally proposed by Joe 
Parsons live.   
 
Wilbert asked if different language for grazing had been developed. 
Parsons yes last meeting, Nick Hatterly, incorporate into any proposals…outside norm, consistent good 
language. Parsons said he is in communication with Hatterly.  
 
Streeter said a 100 yard buffer gives the opportunity for the BLM to do minor reroute. Parsons said his 
intention with the Prospect road was to offset it so this committee doesn’t have to deal with it, and allow 
the BLM to go through their process. Not dealing with road, but with WSA.  
 
Harrison asked about the stipulation “existing livestock grazing shall not be altered”, and if it wouldn’t be 
better to adjust with ecological changes? She said of course grazing should exists, but not be locked in. 
Correll said consistent grazing language is being worked on.  
Espy said what Spur is worried about is the USFS retiring permits, although it is not the agency we are not 
dealing with, there is a history of retiring those permits over time, or putting some many stipulations people 
voluntarily withdrew. 
 
Harrison said she was interested to see a straw poll, that the intent of the SMA to the north [of Prospect 
WSA] was to keep it roadless. She asked if a 50 foot buffer would be a problem for rest of committee, and 
said she thinks 100 yards is a bit much, but maybe 50 yards would be an adequate amount to give the BLM 
enough space, while protecting wilderness qualities. Espy suggested using 100 total yards, using the existing 
center line. 
 
Harrison said she liked the idea of 100 yards total. She asked how people felt about the part to the north. 
She said she knows there was some talk about transfer to the BLM, which she said seems complicated. Espy 
said he doesn’t have heartburn because the permittee says they want that. Wilbert said that was part of the 
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reason why it was included in the proposal. Johnson noted it was two different designations managed that 
close together. There was discussion over how and if to address that.  
Streeter commented there is public access on the east bank and west, and feels this ground is worthy of 
additional protections. He said the grazing permittees came to use and said they’d like it wilderness. 
Harrison offered to look up the current management stipulations for the Black Cat Area. 
 
Wilbert if that is more straightforward to change the designation to Wilderness, she would be open to that 
idea, although it is a very small area. She said [Black Cat] does have proximity to other designated 
wilderness, and Prospect. Harrison said her concern was to protect the qualities that exist, and it was 
problematic to have a road bisecting the area. It is a two track. Maintained road on two sides of wilderness 
area…Johnson commented that it degrades the intent of the Act. Wilbert noted it would be good to step 
back and consult the larger interest group. She said normally we are opposed to cherry stemming, but 
would check back.  
 
Streeter said clarification on mountain bikes is needed. Correll commented that the whole idea was to 
create mountain bike area with the intent to get bikes out of [Encampment River Canyon}. She said there 
needed be a stipulation for no motorized/mechanized use in the area, except for those with a livestock 
grazing permit.  
 
Wilbert asked about the intention of the wording “Be removed from consideration for wilderness”.  Correll 
responded that it doesn’t necessarily mean hard release. Wilbert asked if Correll would strike that. She said 
it sends up a red flag, and if you designate something, it is automatically not recommending it for 
wilderness. Correll said she was more comfortable saying “not recommend for wilderness”, that it could be 
considered down the road. Wilbert asked if under first bullet, could it just be “no motorized”? 
Correll replied there are some motorized roads in use for grazing management up on top of Prospect 
Mountain. She said she didn’t want to say no motorized roads, she was not comfortable taking it out.  
 
Johnson asked how many mining claims there are (bullet three). Correll said she wasn’t not sure. Mowrey 
said he has all the legals. Correll said her intent is to protect access to current mining claims. She worked 
with the wording.  
 
Pat Rollison commented that most of these proposals want protection from development and no new 
roads. He said that was the same as wilderness, but people don’t want wilderness. He asked what the 
reason was. Smutko said we will have that conversation.  
 
BREAK 
 
Encampment River Canyon Proposals  
Alameda asked about the outdoor classroom Correll proposed [for Encampment River]. Correll said it wasn’t 
compatible with Wilderness, but could go with a SMA. That is more structured recreation opportunity.  
Wilbert commented that trail signs can be in Wilderness. Correll said it would be more than trail signs. 
Wilbert one might argue put near parking lot, not uncommon. Info display at trail heads.  
Streeter asked Mowrey about the interpretative trail brought up at the last meeting, outside the WSA. 
Mowrey said it will be right across from the campground. There is some primitive camping on the other side 
of the river, and the interpretive trail will go from there downstream, outside the current boundary.  
 
Harrison asked Jeff Streeter about the Odd Fellows land swap and water right situation.  
Streeter said there are two issues…the first is the easement for the Miner Creek water diversion, that Odd 
Fellows want to drive in there. On the land swap, Streeter said if you look at the trail head from the parking 
lot, the first half mile of the trail goes though Odd Fellows ground. Some would like to see a land swap, as 
they are contemplating building cottages etc. He said this is a proposal the Odd Fellows brought up, not to 
have development on the trail side.  
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Wilbert asked if there was a legal easement for the trail that crosses private property now. Streeter said he 
didn’t know. Mowrey said he didn’t know, but doesn’t think [BLM] would have built without an easement. 
Wilbert said it causes her heartburn to have a little strip of designated wilderness just to protect the view.  
Andy Mowrey will check to see if there is an easement for the portion of the trail going through OddFellows 
land on Encampment WSA. 
 
Maps were projected. There was discussion of whether or not Oddfellows head gate is actually in the WSA 
boundary. Streeter said it is within the WSA. Johnson noted OddFellows haven’t ever proved up on that 
water right. Mowrey commented that historic use is protected, the existing lease won’t be lost. Espy 
commented that was something for Oddfellows to deal with separately. Smutko noted Jeff Streeter will look 
at the boundary changes. Streeter offered to provide more specific language on the restrictive protections 
he would like to see on the southern expansion.  
 
The language around pursuing a potential land swap for the state section was discussed.  
 
Correll asked about the mining claim in state lands section. Harrison said she looked into it, tried to find 
phone number, but could only get the address. She couldn’t get ahold of the individual. Rollison offered to 
go to the courthouse.  
 
Correll asked if anyone checked on what Water Valley Ranch’s access is like. She asked how they access that 
private land now.  
 
Harrison and Wilbert Encampment River Proposal 
Wilbert said she is recommending the WSA and an extension be included as Wilderness (showed committee 
on projected map). Propose changing, recognizing a road…suggest on this side of river (what side) modifying 
boundary to not cross road, effect access. She said there was a bit smaller of a proposed extension, that it 
wouldn’t affect portion on south side of road. She note that this doesn’t say anything about swapping state 
section, but said that was an important part of the proposal. Wilbert said she wants to include some 
language for pursuing retirement and or buyout of mining claim on that state section. A potential land swap 
was discussed. 
Parsons asked how that would happen…If they are not willing partners to sell. Wilbert said it would be best 
for their proposal if it was purchased or traded out. She said that was something we would have to explore.  
Harrison said that Joe Parsons brought up a valid point, that a swap would be contingent on them being 
willing to that.  
 
Streeter commented that Wild and Scenic status protects a quarter mile on each side of the river.  
Correll asked how Wild and Scenic designation impact private land. Streeter said he would look it up. He 
noted that in 1975 there was amendment to designate Encampment as Wild and Scenic, but it never went 
through. Smutko suggested contacting Scott Bosse. 
 
Harrison commented the only map adjustment in their proposal is the road. Wilbert noted they will come 
up with a “what if” option in response to Joe Parson’s question.  
 
BREAK  
 
Bennett Mountain Proposals 
 
Glen Alameda, Bennett Mountains Multiple Use Proposal  
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1s_a3elbfuz9JHIksGi34BomX2Lp0H949 
Alameda explained that as the ag rep, he asked Leanne Correll for help writing this proposal. He set up 
meeting with Kortes family, went to their ranch, and spoke to them and a neighbor. Alameda said [Bennett] 
was not recognized to be suitable as a WSA by the BLM at the time. He said the Kortes’ mentioned power 
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lines, and concern about hunting and fishing becoming a rich man’s game. In the past, they have let hunters 
in through their private entrance, and hunters haven’t needed a guide. Currently they allow people access if 
they ask, but they said if it went to Wilderness, that kind of stuff would change. Wildfire is also a concern of 
theirs. Alameda said in general they have no desire to put restrictions on the next generation’s users. These 
sentiments are captured in the rationale statement included in the proposal. Correll referred to a Sept. 1991 
Wyoming statewide wilderness study report. The recommendation for Bennett Mountain WSA was release 
to other uses. She said the Kortes’ believed it should not have been wilderness then, and it should not be 
now. Alameda commented they are sentimental about the past, and the Kortes’ would like to see it stay the 
same. 
 
Streeter commented that there are different levels of protection that do not include Wilderness. He said he 
still felt strongly about opening it up to multiple use. Correll said the BLM resource management plan 
already provided protections, and would be the one and only tool to provide management.  
Correll said even when energy development was brought up, the Kortes were still comfortable with release, 
and the BLM Resource Management Plan. Harrison commented the Kortes’ made these same sentiments 
clear on the field trip the committee took. Alameda said the neighbor felt the same way, and didn’t want to 
see heavy impact. 
 
Correll asked if would be helpful for the committee to have the justification statement. Harrison said it 
suffices as public comment that should be on the website. Correll said she was still working with them on 
their justification.  
 
Connie Wilbert, Bennett Mountain Wilderness Proposal and other designation 
Wilbert shared what she said was not a fully formed proposal, but a working draft, or discussion. She said 
the way [conservation] looks at this area, is that it does qualify as wilderness, it has characteristics, and is 
big enough. Because it meets criteria, it is valid and legitimate proposal to consider it for Wilderness 
designation. Wilbert continued this might be an area where a different kind of designation that protects 
some of the values, but falls short of full wilderness, could be considered. She said she was suggesting we 
think about two proposals. Part of value of this area is that it is un-roaded and non-motorized land. She said 
there are not a lot of decent size chunks without motorized access and for quiet recreation and horseback 
riding this is kind of an important area, and those values are important to protect. She said, in her mind, the 
greatest threat is from future motorized recreation, and if it wasn’t a WSA and hadn’t been, she suspects 
there would be ATV trails up into it. She said the Kortes’ do have a special relationship, but it is public land, 
and about a lot more than just this one family. Thought quite a lot about Kortes opinion, about how they 
don’t want to place constraints by taking things off table, perfectly valid point of view. Wilbert said Bennett 
Mountain WSA is important wildlife habitat…so for those reasons she would like the committee to consider 
wilderness designation. Wilbert said she was sympathetic with the outfitter hunter issue and would love to 
see that law go away. She continued that it might be a good area for a different designation that has 
management prescriptions that protect non-mineral, non-motorized values.  
 
Smutko clarified that there were two concrete proposals.:1. Wilderness 2. Special Management Area 
 
Harrison brought up release with two or three management stipulations. She said some of these WSAs are 
the only wildlands left in the county, and would disagree there are no unique or special features or 
ecological uniqueness… Maybe that’s opinion…think we should carry their opinion way we carry all public 
comment. Weight it heavily.  
 
Smutko asked if that was a third proposal: soft release with management prescriptions, and would that 
would look like? 
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Harrison said it doesn’t have to be a designation….maybe a boundary with prescriptions. Harrison noted the 
BLM did inventory for lands with wilderness characteristics, and it did qualify. She said it merits some 
[protection] if not full Wilderness.  
 
Streeter commented to reiterate what Shaleas and Connie have said, the committee can’t forget the [WSAs] 
belong to everyone. 
 
Alameda commented that ranchers are paying for use of the ground and have maintained it to the highest 
excellence. He said it is important that these ranches are viable business, and they were here way before 
people were thinking wilderness. Alameda said if there was more horse, vehicle traffic, it gets hard to run 
business. Alameda said he thinks they’ve been considerate to public and wants to put that comment in as 
important. 
 
Correll said [the WSA] does have unique characteristics, but there are other wilderness areas that have 
those same unique characteristics. She responded to Jeff Streeter, they are public lands, entrusted to 
manage in partnership with BLM. Getting back to RMP a lot of very prescriptive things within RMP.  
Wilbert asked what other wilderness areas have the same characteristics as Bennett. She said there are no 
other BLM wilderness in WY. Correll responded it said in the EIS. Wilbert said she’d like to see that. Correll 
noted she would look that up.  
 
Discussion on Designations as a “bulls eye”  
Wilbert noted she hears comments periodically that [a designation] going to cause more hunters or 
recreationists to come. She said she doesn’t understand that sentiment. If it were to become something 
else…how does that lead to the conclusion that would cause more use. To me, seems like it would stay same 
Alameda responded that his personal answer is that Wilderness management comes out of DC. He said they 
are managed completely different than through a RMP or special management. He said he had concern 
about putting a bullseyes on it. He mentioned a comment made at one of the Open House events about 
Park City. Alameda mentioned a study at coming out of CSU concerning recreational foot traffic.   
 
Wilbert responded that captured some interesting things. She said Park City and the Uintas are close to Salt 
Lake City, a huge urban area, and the front range is next to high density urban populations. Wilbert said in 
her opinion, that was an exaggerated fear. Secondly, specifically the Uintas, she said she agrees wilderness 
areas near urban centers people do visit in high numbers, but asked if those areas hadn’t been designated 
as wilderness or given some protective status many years ago, what would they be like now? She said they 
would be covered in trophy homes. She said she didn’t really think that argument was relevant to 
landscapes in Carbon County. Wilbert said thirdly, perhaps designated wilderness is not right choice for this 
area, that a SMA or some prescriptions might be appropriate. Alameda noted how close [Carbon County] is 
to Denver. He said Seminoe dam is getting heavier traffic, and other dams are getting overcrowded. He said 
it’s going to grow, and hopefully by leaving it to the RMP and multiple use, it will maybe be a little better. He 
said a fear for him was an influx of people, and he’d like to see his grandkids enjoy what we have now.  
Correll said the Kortes’ felt that whoever was living there at the time should have input into the RMP.  They 
want to keep that management locally and allow flexibility for that piece of land. Wilbert replied she 
understands but doesn’t agree.  
 
Harrison asked if the committee is open to prescriptions for Bennett, such as No Surface Occupancy. She 
does think the BLM would protect the values, but for the larger [conservation] constituents, that was not 
enough to support the proposal. She asked if the committee wanted to leave Bennett open to wind, mining, 
roads… 
 
Alameda said he’d like time to go back to his constituents. Harrison said the no new roads and NSO 
stipulations were important. Alameda asked for a list of stipulations proposed, and he would go from there.  
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Johnson commented [the Kortes’] were asked specifically about no new roads and Gigi said geography is 
dictates that.  
 
Ferris Mountain WSA Proposals 
 
Glen Alameda, Ferris Mountain Special Management Area  
Alameda said there was a meeting of minds to see what the ranchers wanted, and he presented their 
proposal:  
Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Uw-pysO_JQTSAHix1YaCf04A5HibA69t 
 
The committee asked questions.  
Harrison asked about item ‘H’. Alameda said wolves are not a laughing matter, and they want predator 
control included in the Special Management Plan. Correll said it gives them the option if predator 
management needs to be changed. Harrison commented that BLM doesn’t dictate how animals are hunted, 
that is Game and Fish. Espy said there are restrictions about what can be done on federal lands.  
 
Streeter asked about the definition of a recreational gold mining. Alameda said the way he understands it is 
that recreation means not going to go out and do for a living. Mowrey suggested Alameda may want to 
change that language from mining to prospecting. He said mining opens up commercial opportunities. 
Alameda asked if prospecting has limitations. Mowrey said if you want to leave “mining” in the language, 
you have to stipulate the differences. He said you could be moving a ton of material an hour, and still be 
recreational by definition…an individual can be doing mass disturbance, reclamation requirements. A lot 
more language to define that. He said there is a significant difference between prospecting and mining.  
Wilbert asked if prospecting precludes dredging. Mowrey replied he’d have to look it up. He said 
prospecting more like going out with pan, shovel, buckets, but you can take heavy equipment out to 
prospect. He said you need permits except for panning. Motorized or mechanized equipment equates to 
mining. Wilbert asked why gold mining was being called out specifically. Alameda replied there are roads up 
to existing mines, and they didn’t want to leave anything out.  
 
There was discussion of road, grazing, and forest management language.  
 
2:25 Joe Parsons departs 
 
Connie Wilbert, Ferris Mountains Wilderness Proposal  
Wilbert shared her proposal to take the existing WSA plus identified ‘lands with wilderness characteristics’ 
on the west end, plus the ACEC on east end, and designate all of that as the Ferris Mountain Wilderness. 
 
Ellen Fox requested to the see the areas on a map.  
Espy commented that he doesn’t know the ACEC country that well, but could see the west end causing 
issues for the permittee and their day to day operations. He said that would be a concern with including that 
portion. Wilbert asked him to be more specific. Espy replied that taking motorized use out could impact the 
welfare of the operation. He said that goes right up to back door of their headquarters, and motorcycles are 
used for herding. Wilbert said that use is still allowed in Wilderness, if it exists before it is designated. 
Espy said if there is a BLM enforcement ranger that does not fully understand that, conflicts can occur. 
There have been issues in the past. He said enforcement is managed from a different chain of command.  
 
Ellen Fox commented that the deeded property owner has a right to cut off access to the area. She said that 
was a real possibility. Harrison asked if Fox was saying if the area were to be designated as wilderness, they 
would be inclined to close access. Ellen Fox replied that except for one area, she has never denied anyone 
access. The public can go up though Red Hills, her ranch. If the public goes through Whisky Gap, Muddy Gap, 
they are crossing deeded ground. She asked the committee to keep that in mind when they make a 
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suggestion of this magnitude. She said there are a lot of roads up there, ditches, and grandfathered in water 
rights, and you bump against up against ranch headquarters.  
 
Ellen Fox asked what the rationale is for including this, in addition to the entire mountain.  
Wilbert said it is really common looking at wilderness, for it to be the parts that no one else wants. How 
they generally started. It is true, if you are thinking about ecology and wildlife movement, part of same 
system. She said the lands on east end are a little less rugged, the foothills leading up to steeper slopes. She 
said from an ecological perspective, protections form energy development and recreational motorized use 
are important. Those lands are all identified by the BLM as lands with wilderness characteristics. Wilbert 
said she appreciates the perspective of the private land owners and ranchers in the area who have been 
there a long time, and kept landscape undeveloped. She said harming ranching operations is not the goal. 
Fox responded these proposed designation would have an impact. There are roads up there to deeded 
property. Fox said maintenance of irrigation systems demands motorized access. Fox said she doesn’t see 
the threat to leaving the country as is, and that those roads have been there since the inception of 
civilization. It was main road between Rawlins and Casper. She said she doesn’t see taking more for 
consideration of wilderness is prudent, and the landscape has been kept that way for numerous 
generations, and does not deem itself to have special protections. Fox continued that most old time 
ranchers think that you don’t deny people the right to share what you have. She said it is a taking, for lack of 
better word, when you already have designation of whole mountain. She thanked the committee for their 
time. 
 
Johnson asked the Ferris landowners present the Special Management Area (SMA) designation was suitable. 
Gary Raymond said that was our proposal. Marty Annis said he’d like to see it released, so they came up 
with something for halfway. Gary Raymond commented that all landowners are in unanimous support.  
Ellen Fox said the SMA was speaking only the area actually supposed to be reviewed by the committee for 
consideration. Raymond added with some boundary modifications. Alameda asked Gary Raymond to 
explain his stance.  
Raymond said to reiterate, for years, before Ferris was a WSA, they used motor bikes to gather cattle. He 
said Andy Mowrey informed him that may have been illegal all these years….but they relied on the ability to 
allow motorized gathering of livestock. Raymond said there are two ways to possibly address this, by 
moving the boundary to where it won’t affect the motorized operation, or within SMA allow for that type of 
use. He said in his earlier comments, he pointed out the boundary follows an area so steep and rugged, 
motorized activity is no longer issue. He showed on the map where he’d like to see the boundary moved up, 
and below the boundary released, or allow motorcycle use within current boundary. He said as far as the 
ACEC, he had the impression that would disallow motorized use for gathering. Raymond said along 287 
there is private property to left of state section, and in the early morning in the fall, the hayfields down in 
there is a big herd of elk. He said the elk herd objective for Ferris is 350, and a year ago they had 800 head of 
elk. He’d like to maintain the Game and Fish ability to maintain that population, as it impacts the feed 
source.  
 
Wilbert said that is an inventoried LWC. Raymond said it was excluded later on. Harrison commented it was 
taken out of the WSA boundary. Correll clarified that it is still inventoried as Land with Wilderness 
Characteristics in the RMP. Raymond said it is not in the current WSA. He continued that in the private hay 
meadow…Game and Fish extended the season for cow harvest. They sent a letter to everyone who had a 
permit, and hunters were able to go in. The elk will go up into mountain, and if hunters can’t go up the 
mountain, it will limit our ability to control elk population. Wilbert said she hunts elk on foot and walks a lot 
farther than that. Raymond said he’d like to maintain vehicular access to the boundary.  
 
Alameda asked Marty Annis why he was in favor of a boundary change. Annis replied for the same reason as 
Gary: using dirt bikes and access to elk hunting. He showed his grazing allotment on the map, and his 
proposed boundary changes. He said taking into account the size of Ferris Mountain WSA, he doesn’t think 
440 acres is a whole lot to ask, and it makes a huge difference for the ranchers and for elk hunters.  
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Raymond added that Game and Fish has no restrictions as far as number of elk…and if BLM won’t do 
anything about elk population, they will do something about livestock numbers. He said in defense of Game 
and Fish, it’s not like this will solve all the problems, but allowing motorized access would help.  
Ellen Fox asked Connie how large is this area being proposed for additional designation. 
Wilbert don’t know, I’ll do that. Interesting to look at reductions proposed, room to maneuver. There could 
be some interning conversations about things like that.  
 
Johnson said he’d like to make an observation, for the people from Ferris, to keep ranching viable is 
essential. Johnson said there used to be all family ranchers in Elk Mountain, and he is fifth generation. He 
said it has changed, there are billionaires that don’t manage in the same manner, it is not taken care of as 
well as generational ranching. He thanked the landowners for their proposal. Correll commented that she 
had a really good experience working with the ranchers, and arriving at something that was a compromise 
for them.  
 
There was further discussion of generational ranchers stewardship of the land, versus corporate and/or 
absentee ranchers.  
 
Straw Poll Next Steps  
Smutko suggested some straw polling to gauge where everyone stands on the proposals. Wilbert said she is 
not particularly comfortable, not because she minds saying what she thinks, but because she would like 
some time to think about it, that there have been several things that have come up in conversation, and 
she’d like to get something specific on paper. She said she doesn’t want to vote right now. Streeter asked if 
they could vote on Prospect and Encampment , but hold off on Bennett and Ferris. Wilbert replied it was 
hard to do it one by one, it was all about package. Streeter said the committee has to consider the WSAs 
individually to get closer to a package. Smutko suggested online voting, a strategy used in Teton County. A 
spreadsheet breaks out the proposals into different components. Correll asked if the intent was to have a 
full package after the June meeting. Espy said that is the hope. 
 
Prior to the next meeting, all proposals, including management stipulations and maps, need to be on the 
table. The voting spreadsheet was made available to the committee on May 22nd. The committee agreed to 
add any additional details and proposals, and vote by June 20th.  
 
Alameda said comment was needed from Silver Spur.  
 
Wilbert asked Glen and Leanne, for the Ferris proposal, if it was possible to simplify, and just have 
prohibited uses. Correll replied she can’t speak for ranchers, but she’d rather see detail. Harrison said she’d 
like to see what can’t happen. Correll said what she took from Steph Kessler was to reiterate it what you 
want in the proposals, and said she would give Steph Kessler a call. Alameda commented that if we don’t 
explain everything we want, it won’t get [in the legislation].  
 
Public Comment 
Gary Raymond commented on the voting issue, reminding the committee that issue is out there, with fives. 
He mentioned that changes can be made to the charter at any meeting by consensus.  
Correll said it still goes to commissioners with the five…Espy said he does not want to see a five go beyond 
this committee. 
 
3:56 Meeting adjourned  
 

 

Next Meeting 
June 25th 9AM-5PM 
Carbon County Higher Education Center 
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